Republican candidate for U.S. Senate from Pennsylvania whose home is a $16M mansion in Connecticut; loves telling LGBTQ+ people how to live their lives and enthusiastically wants to censor educators in their classrooms.

EXPERIENCE

ENEMY TO DEDICATED TEACHERS EVERYWHERE | March 2022–Present
Peddled conspiracy theories about LGBTQ+-inclusive curricula in schools and promised to “stand up against wokeness taking over our schools”

ANTI-TRANSGENDER ENTHUSIAST | February 2022–Present
Opposed transgender health care for military service members and condemned trans kids participating in school sports that match their gender identity

DOUG MASTRIANO STAN | April 2024–Present
Said I “have become friends” and “have a lot of mutual admiration” with failed gubernatorial candidate Doug Mastriano, who once called homosexuality “aberrant sexual conduct”

SKILLS
- Opposing access to abortion at every opportunity
- Excellent at attacking trans people to win support from MAGA extremists
- Definitely knows better than parents about what’s best for their own kids

REFERENCES
- Radical Anti-LGBTQ+ Group Moms For Liberty
- Betsy DeVos
- His friends, family, and neighbors where he lives on Connecticut’s “Gold Coast,” one of the densest concentrations of wealth in America